tion and terminology the reader should consult [2] . We make here the blanket assumption that all spaces to be considered in this note are completely regular Hausdorff topological spaces.
A continuous map/: X->Fis called proper if /is onto, closed, continuous, and if for every compact set K in Y,/"l(K) is compact. The family of Baire sets of a space X is the cr-field generated by the zero-sets of X. The family of Borel sets of a space X is the cr-field generated by the closed sets of X. For a metric space the two families coincide, but in general the family of Borel sets properly contains the family of Baire sets.
A subset A of a space X is said to be C*-embedded in X if every real-valued continuous bounded function on A is the restriction of a real-valued continuous (bounded) function on X. Thus, for example, a space X is C*-embedded in its Stone-Cech compactification BX.
2. Absolute Baire spaces. We will now prove our first main result, which characterizes the spaces which are Baire sets in their StoneCech compactifications.
The characterization, which uses the idea included in the proof of Theorem D, §51, of Halmos's text on measure theory [2] , is surprisingly simple.
2.1. Theorem. The /ollowing are equivalent on any space X: (1) X is Baire in BX (i.e. X is an "absolute Baire set"). (2) There is a separable metric space T which is an absolute Borel space (in the class 0/ separable metric spaces) and a proper mapping <p: X^T.
Proof. (1)=» (2) . Suppose that X is a Baire set in BX. There is a sequence of zero-sets of BX, say Z", » = 1, 2, • • • , such that X belongs to the cr-field generated by {Zn, n = l, 2, • ■ • }. We choose /nEC(BX) such that 0^/Bgl and Zn = Z(fn), and we define d(x, y) = 23n°_i (1/2") \/n(x) -/n(y) | • Clearly cf is a continuous pseudometric on BX. Let a be the metric space associated with the pseudometric space (BX, d). The identity mapping 7r:/3X->E is continuous and onto, and, therefore, H is a compact (metric) space. Arguing as in Halmos, we conclude that there is a subset TB of S such that 7r-irB 
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= Z" for »=1, 2, • ■ ■ . This clearly implies that there is some V in the cr-field generated by {r", n -1, 2, ■ ■ • } such thatx~T=A'. Now xx-ir" = r" = xZ"; hence, Tn is compact, and thus a Borel set of S; hence T is also a Borel set of S. Thus, T is a separable metric space which is an absolute Borel space in the class of separable metric spaces. It is easily seen that the mapping x: X->T is proper.
(2)=>(1). Suppose that there is a proper mapping x: X->T, where r is an absolute Borel separable metric space. Let A be a compact metric space which is a compactification of T. (Such a space A exists; e.g. we embed T in a countable product of unit intervals and let A be its closure.) Let t: BX->A be the Stone-Cech extension of x. By 2.6. Theorem. Let A be a Baire set in a compact space. Then A is a Baire set in BX; in particular, every Baire set in a compact space is Lindelof.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the first half of Theorem 2.1, and it is omitted.
The proof of the following lemma is omitted.
2.7. Lemma. Let AEBEC be inclusions of spaces, with B C*-embedded in C. If A is a Baire set in B, and B is a Baire set in C, then A is a Baire set in C.
2.8. Theorem. Let X be an absolute Baire set. Then every Baire set of X is an absolute Baire set.
Proof. A Baire set of X is, by 2.7, a Baire set of BX. Hence, by 2.6, it is an absolute Baire set.
2.9. Lemma. Let Xn be a sequence of absolute Baire sets. Then the product X -n"X" is also an absolute Baire set.
Proof. We know that Xn is a Baire set in BXn. Let BX = JlnBXn; clearly, X = \\n Hn~xiXn), and, thus, X is easily seen to be a Baire set in BX; hence, A is a Baire set in BX.
Theorem.
A countable product of absolute Baire spaces is an absolute Baire space, and, thus, Lindelof.
Corollary.
The product of a sequence of locally compact, cr-compact spaces is Lindelof.
2.12. Corollary. If X is an absolute Baire space, then BX-X is Lindelof.
2.13. Example. A cr-compact space which is not an absolute Baire space.
Let N be the set of positive integers, and let pEBN -N. The set 'S = N'Uip) is countable and, hence, cr-compact; in fact, every point is a Gi. But BI,-~2i -BN -N -ip) is easily seen to be a pseudocompact space, which is not compact, and, hence, certainly not a Baire set in BN. By 2.12, 2 is not an absolute Baire space.
3. Baire sets in BX-X.
The main objective in this paragraph
is to show that if X is locally compact, tr-compact, then every Baire set of BX -X is C*-embedded.
There is some background to this theorem. Gillman and Henriksen
[l ] have proved that if X is as above, then every complement of a zero-set in BX -X is C*-embedded.
Since a complement of a zero-set is certainly a Baire set, the following theorem includes this result.
3.2. Theorem. 7/ X is a locally compact, a-compact space, then every Baire set of BX -X is C*-embedded in BX.
Proof. Let A be a Baire set in BX -X. Notice that the fact that A" is a locally compact, cr-compact space implies that BX -X is a zero-set in BX, and, hence, a C*-embedded Baire set in BX. There-fore, by 2.7, A is a Baire set in BX. Hence, the set AVJX is also a Baire set in BX; thus, by 2.6, AKJX is a Lindelof space, and in particular, a normal space. Notice further that A is closed in the relative topology of A^JX, and, hence, it is C*-embedded in AKJX. Further, since XEAKJXEBX, we see that AKJX is C*-embedded in BX. By transitivity,
A is C*-embedded in BX, and a fortiori, in BX -X. 3.3. Remark. It is instructive to see how we can prove the Gillman-Henriksen theorem mentioned above by a direct argument. In fact, let A be a cozero-set of BX -X; since BX -X is compact, A is cr-compact, and, hence, AV)X is also cr-compact, and, therefore, normal. The rest of the argument proceeds as above.1
